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Discover our
passion for...
natural
knots
Some of our floors have knots that
are only partially filled, others have
knots that are sanded by hand. All
this is done to emphasize the natural
beauty of the wood.

nature
Most of our floors are
PEFC certified, which
endorses our use of
sustainably managed
forests.
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design

authenticity

We aim for the perfect balance
between the type of wood, grading,
colour, structure, finishing and plank
size.

By using different treatment techniques such as fuming
and special staining, each plank has a unique colour.
Thanks to these treatments, we create a lively colour
variation between the planks. These effects bring the
authentic character of nature into your home.

artisan
characteristics
Saw cuts are tangible evidence of pure
craftsmanship. The manually applied
saw cuts vary both in depth, width
and frequency. Not a single plank is
identical!

craftsmanship
A Variano plank consists of multiple small
boards and is composed by hand, with an
eye for detail.

details
Our reclaimed look of Quick-Step
Variano shows saw cuts, height
differences and small gaps.

perfect
finishing
Some of our floors look as matte as
untreated wood, and are also easy to
maintain.

wooden textures
A brushed finish accentuates the natural grain of the wood and
creates an extra authentic feel.
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Authentic beauty
meets easy living

Maximum pleasure, easy maintenance
NEW

All Quick-Step timber floors are finished with an advanced lacquer to give
your floor added resistance to wear, marks and scratches. The new waterPROTECT+
repellent Protect+ technology also helps to prevent water from penetrating
between joins of your floor as this often makes joins look tired or stained. This helps to keep the
joins between the planks looking as good as new. Thanks to the unique combination of this new
technology and our authentic floor designs, you will be able to enjoy your floor’s beauty for years to
come.
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Protect+

With Quick-Step’s unique
Protect+ technology, your floor
will look better for longer. Find
out more on p. 8–9.

Quick-Step Timber,
the beauty of nature
Welcome the beauty of nature into your home by choosing a
100% real timber floor from Quick-Step. With a wide choice of
100%
WOOD
different plank sizes and natural colors, you will find the perfect
floor for your style and interior. We pay extra attention to the knots, grain
and colour of the planks so you get to enjoy the warmth of a handcrafted
wooden floor.

A perfectly installed floor
is just a few clicks away
A timber floor that’s easy to install? Quick-Step makes it possible.
Whether you decide to do it yourself or have it done by a
professional, your new floor can be installed in no time, thanks to
the Uniclic ® Multifit system. This click system enables you to click
the planks together, using three different methods. Visit www.
quick-step.com.au for more information.
Another great advantage of Quick-Step timber floors: there’s no
need for post-installation work in order to start living on your floor.
No sanding, no dust, no varnishing, oiling or painting. As soon as
your Quick-Step Timber floor is installed, it’s yours to enjoy for years
to come.

How to install your timber floor
Installing a Quick-Step Timber floor is very easy. Let us help
you out with our installation videos at bit.ly/ytquickstep
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Authentic beauty that
lasts a lifetime
If you’re opting for a wooden floor, you’ll want to retain its authentic beauty for as long as you can. Timber floors from
Quick-Step have been designed with exactly this in mind!

High-quality lacquer finish
Sliding chairs, high heels, kids... Floors go through a lot. That's why Quick-Step timber floors have
an additional, high-quality protective layer of lacquer. Whether you opt for the light glossy or
typical matte look of untreated wood, your floor will be better protected against wear and tear,
marks and scratches.
NEW

Unique, water-repellent bevel technology Protect+

Spilled something? No need to panic! Maintaining your timber floor has never
been so easy. Quick-Step Timber floors feature a unique, water-repellent
PROTECT+ technology in the form of Protect+. There’s no need to worry if you spill something
or while cleaning, as Protect+ stops fluids from penetrating and staining the edges
of planks, keeping the joins between the planks clean and looking fresh for years to come.
Looking for a floor that is easy to maintain? A Quick-Step Timber floor is just what you’re looking for.

WITH PROTECT+ TECHNOLOGY

WITHOUT PROTECT+ TECHNOLOGY
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Create your
own living
space
A beautiful interior starts with a good foundation. Whatever your style, whatever your room, Quick-Step has the right floor: from light,
sleek floors to warm brown classics and even reclaimed floors with knots and cracks.

PAL1342

Wouldn’t it be great if you could try out several floors first before
making a final decision? With the online ‘RoomViewer’ tool, you
can do just that. Get lifelike previews and make sure that your final
decision is the right one. Simply upload a photo of the area to be
installed and virtually install any of our floors into your own home!
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VAR3448H

Try it out now!
Launch the RoomViewer at
www.quick-step.com.au

GMRF18BBTSP

PAL3562

Did you know that Quick-Step Timber floors have
an abrasion resistance greater than most of the
competition? This is achieved through the high quality of
our specially designed European lacquer and its unique
application.
VAR3445H
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COM3846

PAL4118
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COM3850

RFXLBBTSP

GMRF18JSP

GMRF18SGSP
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Let us guide
you to the
perfect floor
Choosing a new floor can raise a lot of questions: which colour should
I go for? Which floor matches my style and my interior? Check out our
FloorExplorer and RoomViewer online – we will help you make up your mind.

PAL4117
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3 EASY STEPS TO FIND YOUR PERFECT FLOOR
With so many flooring options to choose from, making the right decision can be a challenge. That’s
why we have introduced the online FloorExplorer tool: in three simple steps, you will get a selection
of floors that perfectly match your personal needs and style.

1

SELECT
A ROOM

2

CHOOSE
A COLOUR

Why not give it a try?
Enter the FloorExplorer at
www.quick-step.com.au

3

DEFINE
YOUR STYLE

GET A PREVIEW OF YOUR FAVOURITE FLOORS
Wouldn’t it be great if you could try out several floors first before making a final decision?
Or even preview them in your own interior? With the online RoomViewer tool, you can do
just that. Get lifelike previews and make sure that your final decision is the right one.

Try it out now!
Launch the RoomViewer at
www.quick-step.com.au

DISCOVER YOUR PERFECT FLOOR ON WWW.QUICK-STEP.COM.AU
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Range overview
dimensions

READYFLOR XL

220 x 18.6 cm

READYFLOR - AUSTRALIAN

182 x 13.4 cm

READYFLOR - INTERNATIONAL

182 x 14.5 cm

READYFLOR

182 x 18.6 cm

READYFLOR

220 x 19 cm

PALAZZO

182 x 19 cm

VARIANO

220 x 19 cm

1 strip

1 strip

1 strip

2 strip

3 strip

1 strip

multistrip (styles may vary)

COMPACT

1 strip

182 x 14.5 cm
182 x 13 cm

Product build-up
High quality lacquer finish
Solid hardwood face layer
Plantation hardwood Hevea core (Compact range: HDF)
Plantation Nordic spruce backing
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thickness

grooves

build-up

pack

nominal 3 mm

14 mm

4

HEVEA

warranty

6x
= 2.455 m2*

nominal 2.5 mm
HDF

14 mm

0

nominal 3 mm

HEVEA

6x
= 1.464 m2*

nominal 2.5 mm
HDF

14 mm

0

HEVEA

0

HEVEA

nominal 3 mm

6x
= 1.583 m2*

nominal 2.5 mm
HDF

14 mm

nominal 3 mm

6x
= 2.031 m2

nominal 2.5 mm
HDF

14 mm

0

nominal 3 mm

HEVEA

6x
= 2.508 m2*

nominal 2.5 mm
HDF

14 mm

2/4

nominal 3 mm

HEVEA

6x
= 2.075m2*

nominal 2.5 mm

14 mm

0

HDF

nominal 3 mm

HEVEA

nominal 3 mm

HEVEA

6x
= 2.508m2*

nominal 2.5 mm
HDF

12.5 mm

2

HDF

nominal 2.5 mm

6x
= 1.583 m2/1.419m2**

Please note: Many 1 strip products feature shorter boards. At Quick-Step, we know that
when you want a stunning 1 strip floor, you don't want it full of short boards, that's why we
minimise our short boards ratio lower than almost every other brand to give you the look
you deserve. Our balance of short boards adds authenticity to your floors. This costs a little
more, but looks so much better. Another great reason to buy a Quick-Step floor.
PEFC/07-32-37

* up to 4 shorter boards per pack
** up to 6 shorter boards per pack

All timber ranges are PEFC certified,
except ReadyFlor, which is sourced
from sustainable forestry
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The details make the difference
Each timber floor has its own story and a unique look and feel. The Quick-Step designers carefully select the structure, treatment, finishing and bevel,
perfectly in line with the character of each floor design.

Types of wood

*9.1

*5.6

Blackbutt
Blackbutt is an Australian
hardwood with excellent
hardness. It may contain
prominent gum veins, insect marks
as well as some fine surface
cracks. Not recommended with
heated subfloors

Tasmanian Oak
Tasmanian Oak is a blend of
pink/straw coloured hardwood
species of moderate hardness
from Tasmania. Some small
surface splits or surface checks
are an occasional characteristic
of Tasmanian Oak.

*7.5

*11

Sydney Blue Gum

Spotted Gum

Sydney Blue Gum is an
Australian hardwood with wide
colour variation and excellent
hardness.

Spotted Gum is an Australian
hardwood with wide colour
variation and excellent
hardness. It may contain some
fine surface cracks. This wood
species is not recommended
with heated subfloors.

*Hardness
Janka rating
*8.5

*6.0

Jarrah
Jarrah is a very durable
hardwood from WA, which
ranges in colour from pale
pink/grey to deep reds. It will
darken, turning a deeper red
and more uniform in colour.

The rating is a measure
of the resistance of the
wood to indentation.
The higher the number,
the more indentation
resistant the timber.

*approx. 8.6

Oak

Merbau

Oak is the most popular
hardwood flooring product in
the world. It ranges in colour from
pale straw to mid brown and
offers distinctive and desirable
grain patterns.

Merbau is a reddish brown
hardwood of excellent
durability from South East
Asia. It often contains a small
yellowish fleck in the grain.

Finishing
All Quick-Step Timber floors are prefinished in the factory, which means no oiling or lacquering is needed directly after installation.

Lacquered finish
Extra matt
Matt
Low Sheen
Gloss
•
•
•
•
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7 layers of protective lacquer.
Highly scratch and wear resistant.
Protects against household chemicals.
Easy to clean wooden floor.

Extra matt finish

NEW

The extra matt lacquer finish combines the look of an untreated
floor with the advantages of a lacquered floor.

Grading
All Australian wood varieties are graded as per AS2796 Standard and better. This grade includes knots, gum veins, fine cracks, and other natural
features of Australian Eucalyptus. For oak we have a unique grading system that sorts our floors into three different categories. It gives you an idea of
how your floor will look. Quick-Step Oak flooring is available in 1 of 3 grades:

Marquant

Vibrant

Wood with small knots. Light ariation in
colour and structure.

Wood with large knots. Lively variation in
colour and structure.

Wood with large knots and small cracks.
Lively variation in colour and structure with
a rustic appearance.

Natural colour

Lively variation

Lively variation

All sapwood is colour stained to match
the general colour tone of the floor.

All sapwood is colour stained to match the
general colour tone of the floor.

All sapwood is colour stained to match the
general colour tone of the floor.

Max. 20 mm (fully filled)

Max. 50 mm (half or fully filled)

Max. 80 mm (half or fully filled)

Not allowed

Not allowed

CRACKS

KNOTS

SAPWOOD

COLOUR

Nature

Treatment

Brushed

Deep Brushed

Brushing accentuates the natural grain structure of
the wood plank and adds depth.

Natural knots
On some floors the knots are not fully filled.
Some of them are even manually sanded to
emphasize the liveliness of the wood.

Saw cuts
Random saw marks show the craftsmanship
and character of the wood planks.

Reclaimed look
Our Variano floors are designed with a
reclaimed look: showing saw cuts, height
differences and small gaps. See p. 23.

Timeworn
Sloping, slightly worn edges create an aged
look.

Design colours
By using different treatment techniques such as
fuming and staining, each plank has a unique
colour.
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READYFLOR
GMRF22
220 x 19 cm

14 mm

0

BLACKBUTT 3 STRIP
GMRF22BBTH

0

TASMANIAN OAK 3 STRIP
GMRF22TOH

0

SPOTTED GUM 3 STRIP
GMRF22SGH

0

JARRAH 3 STRIP
GMRF22JH#

0

SYDNEY BLUE GUM 3 STRIP
GMRF22SBGH#

#
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Subject to availability

Beautiful Australian timber
Grading per AS2796 standard and better
GMRF18
182 x 18.6 cm

14 mm

0

BLACKBUTT 2 STRIP
GMRF18BBTDP

0

TASMANIAN OAK 2 STRIP
GMRF18TODP

0

SPOTTED GUM 2 STRIP
GMRF18SGDP

0

JARRAH 2 STRIP
GMRF18JDP

0

SYDNEY BLUE GUM 2 STRIP
GMRF18SBGDP

GMRF18
182 x 13.4 cm

14 mm

0

BLACKBUTT 1 STRIP
GMRF18BBTSP

MBMRF18
182 x 13.4 cm

14 mm

0

MATT BRUSHED BLACKBUTT 1 STRIP
MBMRF18BBTSP

0

TASMANIAN OAK 1 STRIP
GMRF18TOSP

0

SPOTTED GUM 1 STRIP
GMRF18SGSP

0

JARRAH 1 STRIP
GMRF18JSP

0

SYDNEY BLUE GUM 1 STRIP
GMRF18SBGSP

0

MATT BRUSHED SPOTTED GUM 1 STRIP
MBMRF18SGSP

MRF22
220 x 19 cm

MRF18
182 x 18.6 cm

14 mm

0

MRF18
182 x 14.5 cm

14 mm

0

MERBAU 3 STRIP
MRF22MH

14 mm

0

MERBAU 2 STRIP
MRF18MDP

MERBAU 1 STRIP
MRF18MSP

READYFLOR XL
RFXL
220 x 18.6 cm

The widest & longest Australian timber planks
Grading per AS2796 standard and better

14 mm

4

4

MATT BRUSHED BLACKBUTT 1 STRIP*
RFXLBBTSP

MATT BRUSHED SPOTTED GUM 1 STRIP*
RFXLSGSP

GMRF18SBGSP
Treatment:

Brushed
Finishing:

Deep brushed
Extra matt

Saw cuts
Matt

Timeworn
Low sheen

Natural knots
Gloss |

Bevels:

Reclaimed look
0

2

Design colours

4
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PALAZZO
PAL
182 x 19 cm

Elegant oak planks

NEW

NEW

14 mm

4

4

2

FROZEN OAK EXTRA MATT
PAL3562
VIBRANT

VINTAGE OAK MATT
PAL1344
MARQUANT

4

WINTER STORM OAK EXTRA MATT
PAL3842
MARQUANT

NEW

PURE OAK MATT
PAL1341
NATURE

2

2

4

FOSSIL OAK MATT
PAL1342
NATURE

LIMED GREY OAK MATT
PAL1345
MARQUANT

NEW

METALLIC OAK EXTRA MATT
PAL4118
VIBRANT

4

CLAY BROWN OAK EXTRA MATT
PAL4117
VIBRANT

4

MOCCA OAK MATT
PAL1348
MARQUANT

Remember that every wood floor is different, and will
always vary from any images or samples in colour grain
and features. The illustrated patterns and colours are only
an image and not a full overview of all the different nuances
within the natural unique design of a wood floor. For a
representative view of the surface structure and variation of
a plank, take a look at the big samples on display and ask
your retailer for more advice.
PAL1346
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2

OLD GREY OAK MATT
PAL1346
MARQUANT

VARIANO
VAR
220 x 19 cm

Unique planks with a reclaimed look and pattern

14 mm

0

0

0

PAINTED WHITE OAK EXTRA MATT
VAR3445H
MARQUANT

CHAMPAGNE BRUT OAK EXTRA MATT
VAR3446H
MARQUANT

0

ROYAL GREY OAK EXTRA MATT
VAR3447H
MARQUANT

ESPRESSO BLEND OAK EXTRA MATT
VAR3448H
MARQUANT

COMPACT
COM (OAK)
182 x 14.5 cm

Planks with a renovation friendly thickness
*COM (AUSTRALIAN)
182 x 13 cm
12.5 mm

12.5 mm

2

2

WINTRY FOREST OAK EXTRA MATT
COM3845
MARQUANT

2

CREAMY WHITE OAK EXTRA MATT
COM3851
MARQUANT

2

2

CLIFF GREY OAK EXTRA MATT
COM3850
MARQUANT

Treatment:

Finishing:

Deep brushed
Extra matt

NATURAL OAK EXTRA MATT
COM3844
MARQUANT

2

SLATE GREY OAK EXTRA MATT
COM3846
MARQUANT

Brushed

2

PURE OAK EXTRA MATT
COM3849
MARQUANT

2

BLACKBUTT
COM3858
PER AS2796 STANDARD AND BETTER

Saw cuts
Matt

Timeworn
Low sheen

Natural knots
Gloss |

Bevels:

SPOTTED GUM
COM3859
PER AS2796 STANDARD AND BETTER

Reclaimed look
0

2

Design colours

4
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STEP 1
INSTALLATION

Install your floor without a hassle!
Laying a Quick-Step floor is so easy thanks to the patented world-famous Uniclic ® Multifit click system. This system is highly
user-friendly, quicker to install and a lot more solid than other systems. A Quick-Step floor makes installation easy, even in the
tightest corners or under doors.

1 Effortless installation, thanks to the

Uniclic Multifit click system
®

Quick-Step is the inventor of the Uniclic ®
Multifit installation system, today the standard
click-to-install system. Use this revolutionary
and patented click system to effortlessly click
your floor planks together.

2 Install your floor anywhere, even

on floor heating
Quick-Step Timber floors are perfect for
installing over floor heating when combined
with the right underlay. Some species are not
suitable, see page 18.

3 Watch the videos
See for yourself how easy it is to install a
Quick‑Step floor in our installation videos.
Discover them on www.quick-step.com.au.

Installation tools
Install your timber floor in an easy and professional way with the handy Quick-Step installation tools.

QSTOOLSAW

QSTOOL

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

Handy handsaw used to undercut door
frames.

Includes a special Uniclic ® tapping block,
pulling tool and spacing wedges.

HANDSAW

INSTALLATION KIT

For a perfect installation, check out the installation videos on
www.quick-step.com.au
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Underlay is not an idle luxury

CLICK on timber
Installing your timber floor is easy thanks to the patented Uniclic ® Multifit click system. A good underlay has a major impact on the final look, walk
sound, quality and comfort of your Quick-Step Timber floor.
• Maintain their initial thickness over the years and provide excellent acoustic insulation, keeping your floor quieter underfoot.
• Levels and helps to prevent small irregularities.
• Comes with a self-adhesive strip and a pre-integrated damp proof membrane (DPM) which protects your floor from rising damp, with a water
vapour resistance of greater than SD>75m, meeting all European recommendations.
• Suitable for floor heating and/or cooling.
• Offers a stable base which supports your floor in instances of dropped items or temporary heavy loads.

C-LAY20

QSC-LAY20

C-LAY50

QSC-LAY50

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

Contents:
1 roll = 20 or 50 m²
Thickness: 2 mm

Contents:
1 roll = 20 or 50 m²
Thickness: 2 mm

Combi-Lay Standard is no normal underlay. The dense, closed cell
polyolefin foam provides excellent support, with good reduction of
both reflected and impact noise.

Quiet-Step Combi-Lay is the first choice where a quiet walking sound
and maximum reduction in multi-storey noise is required. This high density
underlay has no match when it comes to reducing foot fall noise, with a
reduction of up to 30% over standard underlays. Ideal for installation in
multi-storey apartments where noise transfer can be an issue.

COMBI-LAY STANDARD

QUIET-STEP COMBI-LAY

For the best results always start with a level subfloor. Make sure
it’s completely dry as well. For more advice about preparing
your subfloor, visit www.quick-step.com.au or your local
Quick-Step retailer.

GLUE
Quick-Step Timber can also be glued down using Quick-Step Parquet
Adhesive.
• Spreads easily and guarantees great adhesion.
• Suitable for floor heating and/or cooling.
Please note: Contact your Quick-Step retailer for more details on
gluing a Quick-Step Timber floor.

QSWGL16
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STEP 2
FINISHING

Finish beautifully
Finish your floor beautifully with the Quick-Step scotia and profiles.

Finishing profiles for floor and stairs
Quick‑Step’s Incizo ® profile is a multifunctional finishing tool. The same profile can be used for all the finishes of your floor and stairs, in the matching
colour. Simply cut the Incizo ® basic profile to the shape required using the special cutter supplied in every Incizo pack.

Quick∙Step® Incizo®: five questions, one answer
1 How can I join two floors
of the same height?

2 How can I solve variations 3 How do I finish my floor
in height from one floor to
along a wall or a window?
another?

4 How can I connect my
floor to a carpet, and have
a beautiful finish?

Use the Incizo ® profile cut as an
expansion profile.

Use the Incizo ® profile cut as an
adapter profile.

Use the Incizo ® profile cut as a
transition profile.

Use the Incizo ® profile cut as an
end profile.

COM3845
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For safety reasons, always glue
the floor panels on the stairs of
your staircase.

5 What about the finishing of my stairs?
You can cover your stairs or steps with Quick‑Step planks and finish in the style of your choice using the Incizo ® profile as a stair nose.
Remember to order the Incizo aluminium sub-profile for stair installations.

Quick•Step®

INCIZO ® PROFILE

QSWINCP(-)
215 cm x 5.4 cm x 1.7 cm
Contents: 1 Incizo®, 1 cutter, 1 plastic rail,
screws and plugs

Quick•Step®

INCIZO ® ALUMINIUM SUB-PROFILE FOR STAIRS

NEWINCPBASE(-)
215 cm x 1.9 cm x 7.35 cm
To be ordered separately.
The Incizo® stairs finishing cannot be used for commercial applications.

Discover our installation videos on www.quick-step.com.au

Scotia

Skirting
NEW

QSFWSCOT(-)

QSFLEXSKR

Quick•Step®

Quick•Step®

240 x 1.7 x 1.7cm

700 x 1.4 x 4 cm (to be cut to the desired length)

The veneer timber scotia is perfect for covering expansion gaps along
skirting boards.

A beautiful finish for round pillars or curved walls.

SCOTIA

FLEXIBLE SKIRTING
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STEP 3
CLEANING

Keep your floor in top condition

Clean
Quick•Step®

CLEANING KIT

QSCLEANINGKIT
Contents: mop holder, washable microfibre
mop, Quick‑Step Cleaning product 750ml
All Quick‑Step cleaning products are
specifically developed for Quick‑Step floors.
They cleanse the floor surface thoroughly
and maintain the original look of your floor.
No residual layers of cleaning product are
left behind. Naturally, wood flooring will
mark and scratch when items are dragged
across or dropped onto the surface. However
proper maintenance will keep your floor
looking better for longer.
Also available separately:
Quick•Step®

CLEANING PRODUCT

QSCLEANING750

Repair
Quick•Step®

REPAIR KIT

QSREPAIR
Contents: melting knife, cleaning comb,
7 wax blocks, sanding pad
Light damages can easily be repaired in the original colour with the
Repair Kit. Simply recreate the colour of your damaged planks with one of
the seven wax pieces selected to cover all Quick-Step colours. Check the
specific colour combination for your floor on www.quick-step.com.au
Watch our repair movie showcasing how to
repair your timber floor.

Tips to keep your floor in top condition: Placing dirt trapping mats at external entrances and felt floor protectors under all furniture is
recommended. Where possible, use rubberised castors and wheels designed for hard flooring and vinyl chair mats under castor wheels
and office chairs. Remove small stones and grit with a soft bristle broom or vacuum to help prevent scratching. Quick-Step Timber should
also be protected from excessive heat and sunlight. The use of steam mops and stiletto heels should also be avoided at all times. For regular
maintenance, use the Quick-Step Timber Cleaning Kit for best results. (For full maintenance guidelines go to www.quick-step.com.au)
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There is no substitute for quality
When looking at any pre-finished timber floor it is important to pay serious attention to the wear
resistance of the coatings used. After all, it is the coating that will afford protection to the timber surface
of your floor and the better the quality of the finish used, the longer your floor will look its very best.
Wear resistance, or abrasion resistance, is tested using a taber abrasion machine that simulates day
to day wear of the coating system. Taber testing is universally recognised as the best testing method
to evaluate the wear performance of a floor covering. In essence, the better the abrasion resistance,
the longer your floor will hold its initial gloss level and the longer the coating will last before wearing
through to raw timber.
Most competitors use a standard “off the shelf” finish that wears reasonably well, but that’s simply not
good enough for the designers at Quick-Step.
SRT Finish is a specifically formulated, high performance lacquer that has been developed in Europe
and used on all lacquered Quick-Step Timber floors. Laboratory tests clearly demonstrate that QuickStep’s SRT Finish outperforms the competitors, ensuring that when you choose a Quick-Step floor, you
are selecting a timber floor with only the best available pre-finished coatings available. What’s more,
SRT is able to be re-coated using a wide selection of local finishes, meaning trouble free maintenance
when it comes time to replenish the coated surface of your floor in years to come.

A heart for nature
Wood is one of very few renewable source material
for floor coverings and for many years Quick‑Step has
gone the extra mile to limit the environmental impact
of its activities. All the wood used to manufacture our
engineered wooden floors is sourced from sustainably
managed forests. Moreover, our glue and lacquer
meet the strictest international emission norms and
we only work with efficient and durable production
processes. All of this means you can simply enjoy your
wooden floor knowing it was made with respect for
the environment and your family's health.

More than 75% recycled, sustainable wood
We use carefully screened raw materials
We invest in energy-efficient production
29

Matching Accessories Guide
Flawlessly matching accessories are available in all Quick-Step timber products. Quick-Step is committed to perfecting all aspects of flooring by meticulously
colour-matching trims and profiles for all applications including stairs across all timber ranges.

Product description

Quick-Step Scotia
More info see page 27

Quick-Step Incizo ®
More info see page 26-27

GMRF18BBTSP

BLACKBUTT

QSWSCOT01871

QSWINCP01871

GMRF18TOSP

TASMANIAN OAK

QSWSCOT01874

QSWINCP01874

GMRF18SGSP

SPOTTED GUM

QSWSCOT01872

QSWINCP01872

GMRF18JSP

JARRAH

QSWSCOT01873

QSWINCP01873

GMRF18SBGSP

SYDNEY BLUE GUM

QSWSCOT01875

QSWINCP01875

MBMRF18BBTSP

MATT BRUSHED BLACKBUTT

QSWSCOT01865

QSWINCP01865

MBMRF18SGSP

MATT BRUSHED SPOTTED GUM

QSWSCOT01866

QSWINCP01866

MRF18MSP

MERBAU

QSWSCOT01357

QSWINCP01357

GMRF18BBTDP

BLACKBUTT

QSWSCOT01871

QSWINCP01871

GMRF18TODP

TASMANIAN OAK

QSWSCOT01874

QSWINCP01874

GMRF18SGDP

SPOTTED GUM

QSWSCOT01872

QSWINCP01872

GMRF18JDP

JARRAH

QSWSCOT01873

QSWINCP01873

GMRF18SBGDP

SYDNEY BLUE GUM

QSWSCOT01875

QSWINCP01875

MRF18MDP

MERBAU

QSWSCOT01357

QSWINCP01357

GMRF22BBTH

BLACKBUTT

QSWSCOT01871

QSWINCP01871

GMRF22TOH

TASMANIAN OAK

QSWSCOT01874

QSWINCP01874

GMRF22SGH

SPOTTED GUM

QSWSCOT01872

QSWINCP01872

GMRF22JH

JARRAH

QSWSCOT01873

QSWINCP01873

GMRF22SBGH

SYDNEY BLUE GUM

QSWSCOT01875

QSWINCP01875

MRF22MH

MERBAU

QSWSCOT01357

QSWINCP01357

RFXLBBTSP

BLACKBUTT

QSWSCOT01865

QSWINCP01865

RFXLSGSP

SPOTTED GUM

QSWSCOT01866

QSWINCP01866

Product code

ReadyFlor 1-strip

ReadyFlor 2-strip

ReadyFlor 3-strip

ReadyFlor XL 1-strip
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Product code

Product description

Quick-Step Scotia
More info see page 27

Quick-Step Incizo ®
More info see page 26-27

PAL1341

PURE OAK MATT

QSWSCOT01341

QSWINCP01341

PAL1342

FOSSIL OAK MATT

QSWSCOT01342

QSWINCP01342

PAL1344

VINTAGE OAK MATT

QSWSCOT01344

QSWINCP01344

PAL1345

LIMED GREY OAK MATT

QSWSCOT01345

QSWINCP01345

PAL1346

OLD GREY OAK MATT

QSWSCOT01346

QSWINCP01346

PAL1348

MOCCA OAK MATT

QSWSCOT01348

QSWINCP01348

PAL3562

FROZEN OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT03562

QSWINCP03562

PAL3842

WINTER STORM OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT03842

QSWINCP03842

PAL4117

CLAY BROWN OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT04117

QSWINCP04117

PAL4118

METALLIC OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT04118

QSWINCP04118

VAR3445H

PAINTED WHITE OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT01629

QSWINCP01629

VAR3446H

CHAMPAGNE BRUT EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT01630

QSWINCP01630

VAR3447H

ROYAL GREY OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT01631

QSWINCP01631

VAR3448H

ESPRESSO BLEND OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT01632

QSWINCP01632

COM3844

NATURAL OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT01334

QSWINCP01334

COM3845

WINTER FOREST OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT01340

QSWINCP01340

COM3846

SLATE GREY OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT03846

QSWINCP03846

COM3849

PURE OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT01341

QSWINCP01341

COM3850

CLIFF GREY OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT03017

QSWINCP03017

COM3851

CREAMY WHITE OAK EXTRA MATT

QSWSCOT03098

QSWINCP03098

COM3858

BLACKBUTT

QSWSCOT01865

QSWINCP01865

COM3859

SPOTTED GUM

QSWSCOT01866

QSWINCP01866

Palazzo

Variano

Compact
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Too many options to choose from?
Not sure which floor is your absolute favourite? The RoomViewer helps you make your choice.
Try out your options on www.quick-step.com.au

Choose a Quick·Step ® Master Installer
Once you have chosen the perfect Quick-Step floor, your installation is the next important step.
Choose a Quick-Step Master Installer who will install your floor to the highest standard and with the
necessary attention to detail it deserves. Even more, the Quick-Step Master Installers offer a liftetime
installation warranty. Find a Master Installer in your area on www.quick-step.com.au

Quick·Step ® is brought to you by Premium Floors Australia
New South Wales

Tel.: (02) 9982 3777

Victoria & Tasmania

Tel.: (03) 9798 0808

Queensland

Tel.: (07) 3273 3111

South Australia & Northern Territory

Tel.: (08) 8262 8666

Western Australia

Tel.: (08) 9240 1966

Commercial division

Tel.: (03) 9798 0808

Your Quick•Step ® point of sale

FOLLOW US ON
www.facebook.com/QuickStepFloors
plus.google.com/+quickstep

www.quick-step.com.au
www.quick-step.com

www.youtube.com/quickstepfloor www.youtube.com/PremiumFloorsAU

www.pinterest.com/quickstepfloor

@QuickStepFloor

Quick• Step ® is a quality product produced by
bvba – division Flooring, Ooigemstraat 3, B-8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium, Europe. COVERPHOTO PAL3562.
Product images may differ from actual product. The availability of products, or the products themselves, may change at any time without notice.
Content © 2018-2019 by
bvba – division Flooring.
All rights reserved. The contents of this brochure may not be reproduced in whole or in part without prior written permission from the publisher.

